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This paper is a study of closed derivations in commutative C* algebras. A partial 
characterization is given of the domain of a closed * derivation in a C* algebra 
C(X), as a Banach * subalgebra of C(X). The structure of closed quasi-well 
behaved * derivations in C([O, 11) is discussed. In particular, a complete 
description is given of closed derivations in C([O, 11) which extend the derivative, 
with domain C’((0, 11). Such a derivation D is necessarily a * derivation, G(D) = 
C’([O, 11) + ker(D), and ker(D) = C*(d) for some “generalized Cantor function” 4. 
These results generalize to algebras C([O, l] x a), where R is compact Hausdorff, 
and to C(T) and C&R). It is shown that a closed derivation D in C,(R) such that 
5?(D) is a normal subalgebra of C,(R) and D commutes with translations is a 
constant multiple of the derivative; this is an analogue of a theorem of Sakai for 
C(n). Further generalizations are obtained concerning closed derivations 
commuting with a C* dynamics. 
INTRODUCTION 
There has been considerable interest recently in unbounded derivations 
defined in C* algebras, motivated largely by problems in mathematical 
physics ([8, 15-171 and references in [8, 151). This paper is a contribution to 
the theory of unbounded, densely defined, closed derivations in commutative 
C* algebras. The research was stimulated by problems posed in [ 16, Part I]. 
The main results concern closed derivations defined in C(Z), C(T), and 
C,(W), or in C(Z x Q), where R is compact Hausdorff. We consider chiefly * 
derivations; but we also show that under special circumstances a closed 
derivation is necessarily a * derivation, or differs from one merely by a 
complex factor (Theorems 2.3.1, 3.3.2). 
Preliminaries on closed * derivations in C(X) are presented in Section 1. 
Facts of central importance are that the domain of a closed * derivation 6 is 
a Silov subalgebra of C(X) with a C’ functional calculus, and 6 is local. 
That is, Sf,(x) = 6&(x), whenever f, ,f2 E L@(6) and f, = fi near x E X. One 
can therefore analyze 6 locally. We present some partial characterizations of 
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the domain of a closed * derivation in C(X), as a Banach * subalgebra of 
C(X) (Propositions 1.1.7, 1.1.8). 
In Section 2, we enter into the main topic, closed derivations defined in 
C(Z) and C(Z x Q). A complete description is given of closed * derivations in 
C(Z x 0) extending the partial derivative (and in particular of closed 
derivations in C(Z) extending the derivative). Such a derivation is determined 
by its kernel, and the kernel always has the form @“(C(X)), where 
@: Z x R + X is a “generalized Cantor function” (Theorems 2.1.2, 2.1.3). A 
closed derivation in C(Z) extending the derivative is necessarily a * 
derivation (Theorem 2.3.1); this follows from a theorem of Wilken [ 181 on 
sup-norm subalgebras of C(Z). A structure theorem is obtained for closed 
derivations D in C(Z) such that B(D) 2 C’(Z) and D Icl(,, is a * derivation 
(Theorems 2.2.5, 2.3.4). For any such D, we show that there are closed * 
derivations properly extending D; this provides answers to published 
questions of Sakai [ 16, problem 1.51 and Bratteli and Robinson [7, p. 2601. 
A construction is also given for non-closable * derivations extending the 
partial derivative in C(Z x Q). 
Section 3 deals with closed derivations in C(T) and C,(ll?). The structure 
theory of Section 2 is generalized to these algebras. The final topic is closed 
derivations commuting with a C* dynamics. A new proof is given of a 
theorem of Sakai: A closed derivation in C(T) commuting with translations 
has domain C’(T) and is a constant multiple of the derivative. An analogue 
is proved for C,(R), answering a question of Sakai [ 16, problem 1.61. Some 
further generalizations are obtained as corollaries. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Derivations in C(X) 
A linear map 6 in a C* algebra is said to be a derivation if it satisfies 
(i) g’(6) is an algebra and 6(fg) = S(f)g +fS(g) (f, g E g(6)). 
The derivation 6 is called a * derivation if it also satisfies: 
(ii) f E G?(S) * f * E Q(6) and S(f*) = S(f)*. 
A derivation will always be assumed to have dense domain, if no contrary 
statement is made. 
A consequence of the derivation identity (i) is that the graph norm I] (I6 = 
)I 11 + I]S( jll on Q(6) is an algebra norm. (I] ]I denotes the C* norm.) If 6 
is closed, the graph norm is complete, and g(6) is a Banach algebra. If 6 is 
also a * derivation, then g(6) is a Banach * algebra with isometric 
involution. 
We restrict our attention now to commutative C* algebras. While for non- 
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abelian C* algebras there is a rich theory of bounded derivations, for 
commutative C* algebras the only non-trivial derivations are unbounded and 
are defined on a proper subalgebra [5, Theorem 18.211. The derivative with 
domain C’(Z) in C(Z) is an example of a non-trivial unbounded closed * 
derivation in a commutative C* algebra. (I denotes the unit interval [O, 11.) 
A vitally important fact is that the domain of a closed * derivation in a 
commutative C* algebra is a Silotl algebra (Lemma 1.1.4). 
DEFINITION 1.1.1. Let A be a semi-simple commutative Banach algebra 
with structure space Qa =X. Identify A, via the Gelfand transform, with a 
subalgebra of C,,(X). A is called a Silos algebra if 
For each closed subset F of X and each x E x\F; 
there is an f E A such that flF = 0 andf(x) = 1. 
(*I 
When we say that A is a Silov subalgebra of C,(X), we mean that Q4 = X 
and A is Silov. For the facts which we will need about Silov algebras, a good 
reference is [ 14, Chaps. 3, 41. 
DEFINITIONS 1.1.2. (a) Let X be compact Hausdorff and let A be a 
subalgebra of C(X). A complex-valued functionfon X is said to be locally in 
A at x E X if there is a g E A such that f = g in a neighborhood of x. A 
function f is said to be locally in A on a subset CJ of X iff is locallly in A at 
each x E U. A is called a local algebra if it contains each f which is locally 
in A on X. 
(b) Let X be locally compact Hausdorff. A subalgebra A of C,,(X) is 
called regular if it satisfies (*) of Definition 1.1.1. A is called normal if 
whenever F g X is closed and K c X is compact, there is an f E A such that 
f(F) = 0 and f (K) = 1. In these definitions, A is not assumed to be a Banach 
algebra. 
A Silov subalgebra of C(X) is a local algebra. This fact is known as the 
localization principle for Silov algebras. A Silov subalgebra of C,,(X) is 
normal, and therefore any algebra containing a Silov algebra is normal. A 
normal algebra contains the constants if X is compact. 
Notation. (a) Let A be a Silov subalgebra of C(X), and let F CX be 
closed. The minimum ideal in A with hull F is denoted by f(F). Recall that 
f(F) = {f E A: f = 0 in a neighborhood of F). 
The closure of X(F), denoted y(F), is the minimum closed ideal with hull 
F, We write y(x) instead of 7((x)). 
(b) Let X be locally compact Hausdorff, let U E X be open, and let 
KC X be compact. Then K < f signifies that f E C,(X), 0 ,< f < 1, and 
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f = 1 on a neighborhood of K. The notation f < U signifies that f is 
continuous with compact support contained in U and 0 f f < 1. For x E X 
we write x < f instead of (x) <J 
We now return to the discussion of unbounded derivations. In the 
following, assume X is a compact Hausdorff space. 
LEMMA 1.1.3 [16, Part 11. Let 6 be a closed derivation in C(X). 
Suppose a E 52(d) is real valued and f E C'(lR). If f (0) = 0, then 
f (a, E 8(J), and S(f (a)) = f ‘(a) 6(a). 
If 6 is a * derivation, then 11 E G?(6), and the above statement holds 
without the restriction f (0) = 0. 
LEMMA 1.1.4 [16, Part I]. Let 6 be a closed * derivation in C(X). Then 
2?(s) is a Silov subalgebra of C(X). 
LEMMA 1.1.5. Let D be a derivation in C(X) whose domain is a regular 
subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants. If f E G(D) is constant in a 
neighborhood of x E X, then D(f)(x) = 0. 
Proof. First suppose f = 0 in an open neighborhood I/ of x. G(D) 
contains a function e such that e(x) = 0 and e(x\U) = 1. Then f = ef, and 
D(f)(x) = D(f)(x) 4x) + D(e)(x)f 6) = 0. 
Because D(ll) = D(l12) = 2D(ll), D(1) = 0. Iff = cll near x, then 
D(f)(x) = D(f)(x) - cD(1 )(x) 
= D(f -cl)(x) = 0. 1 
LEMMA 1.1.6 [ 16, Part 11. Let 6 be a closed * derivation in C(X) and 
let D be a derivation with g(D) = G(6). Then for each x E X the ideal 
{f E G(@:f(x) = Df (x) = 0) has hull x. 
Proof: If x, #x, there is an f E g(6) such that f (x,) = 1 and f = 0 in a 
neighborhood of x. By Lemma 1.1.5, f is in the above ideal, whose hull 
therefore does not contain xi. 1 
DEFINITION. Let A be a Silov subalgebra of C(X). Let 1) f + X(x) 11 
denote the quotient norm off + x(x) in A/Y(x) (f E A, x E X). Then 
If I = ;F$ Ilf + X(x) II 
defines an algebra norm on A, and If I< Ilf I/. A is said to be of type C if I I 
is equivalent to the original norm II I]. Note that if the original norm is 
580’31) ‘3-3 
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replaced by any equivalent algebra norm, the resulting Banach algebra is still 
of type C. 
Point (iv) of the following proposition was observed by Sakai [ 16, Part 1 ]. 
Point (ii) was proved by Batty [3, Proposition 5.11, whose argument I have 
transposed to give a proof of (i). 
PROPOSITION 1.1.7. Let 6 be a closed * derivation in C(X). Then 
(i) Ilf + x(x) IIs = If(x)I + I @(XI (x E X). 
(ii) X(x) = (f E g(@:f(x) = 6f(x) = 0) (x E X). 
(iii) Let M(x) be the maximal ideal in g(S) at x E X. Then 
M(x)2 G Y-(x). 
(iv) g(S) is a Silov algebra of type C. 
(v) The function x t-+ Ilf + X(x) IJs is continuous for each f E g(6). 
Proof: To prove (i), first suppose that f E M(x,). Then the real and 
imaginary parts off are also in M(x,). Given E > 0 let 
u= (XEX: ldf(x)-df(xJ <E}, 
and let h E 9?(J) satisfy x,, < h < U. Let g: R -+ R be a C’ function such that 
g(t) = t near t = 0, 0 < g’ < 1, and 
II gllm < ~(1 + llWl,)-‘. 
Define 
f, = h (g(Wf)) + ig(Wf ))). 
Then f, = fin a neighborhood of x0 and 11 f, I]= < 2 ]I gl], < 2~. Furthermore, 
II K IL = lldh (g(Re(f )) + &dIm(f )) + h (d(Wf )) Waf) 
+ k’(Wf )) Im(af ))ll, 
< 2 IIW, Ilgllco + Ilh I af IIL 
< 2E + IJf WI + E 
= ISf (x0)1 + 3E. 
Consequently, Ilf, IIs Q I df (4Jl + 56. 
Now let f E g(6) be arbitrary, and let g, be an element of g(6) such that 
g, = f - f (x,)ll near x0, and ]I g, ]I6 < 1 Sf (x,,)] + E. Then g, + f (x,)1 = f near 
x0, and 
II g, + f (-4~ II6 < If cdl + ISf WI + E- 
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It follows that 
Ilf + Gd IIs = WI glk g = f near -ht < IfhJl + I4.f)bJl~ 
The opposite inequality is immediate, since if g = f near x0, then 
II gll, > I &,I + I &@3I = If(xoI + I @-wl. 
This proves (i). 
Since {f E Q(&:f(x) = 6f(x) = 0) is a closed ideal with hull {x} 
(Lemma 1.1.6), we have 
m E (f E cqcs):f(x) = 6f(x) =O}. 
The opposite inclusion follows at once from (i). The derivation identity 
implies that for f E M(x)‘, f(x) = 6f(x) = 0; that is, M(x)’ G Y(x). Points 
(iv) and (v) follow trivially from (i). 1 
Suppose now that d is a * derivation with dense domain in C(X) and with 
range in B(X), the algebra of all bounded complex valued functions on X. 
Assume that d is closed with respect o the sup-norms on C(X) and B(X). 
Then 9(d) is a Banach * algebra, with the graph norm II (Id. A re- 
examination of the proofs of Lemmas 1.1.3-1.1.6 shows that Q(d) is a Silov 
subalgebra of C(X); 5?(d) has a C’ functional calculus; df(x) = 0 if 
f E @(d) is constant near x E X; and the closed ideal 
{f E g(d):f(x) = df(x) = O} has hull {xi, for each xE X. If the further 
assumption is made that Idf I is continuous for all f E G(d), then the 
conclusions of Proposition 1.1.7 hold; the proof of Proposition 1.1.7 remains 
valid with minor changes. In fact, the conclusions of Proposition 1.1.7, 
suitably interpreted, are also sufficient conditions for a conjugate closed 
Silov subalgebra A of C(X) to be the domain of a closed * derivation 
d: A -+ B(X), such that I df I E C(X) for all f E A. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.8. Let A be a conjugate closed Silov subalgebra of 
C(X), and suppose: 
(i) For each x E X, Y(x) has co-dimension at most 2, and 
M(x)* z Y-(x). 
(ii) A is of type C. 
(iii) A may be given an equivalent algebra norm II (I making the map 
x t-+ Ilf + I II continuous for each f E A. 
Then there is a * derivation D: A -+ B(X) such that 
x I+ ) Df (x)1 is continuous for each f E A, (1) 
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and 
the graph norm (1 IID is equivalent to the original norm. (2) 
In particular D is closed. 
ProoJ: We can assume that A has the norm 11 11, making Ilf+ X(x) 11 a
continuous function of x for each f E A. One can show that 
XH IIf - f(x)ll +X(x) /I is continuous for each f E A. Let 
Z = {x E X: M(x) = X(x) ); Z is closed since 
z = n (x E x: Ilf - f(x)1 +9-(x) 11 = 0). 
1E.f 
Set U= x\Z. 
For each x E CJ, we can choose a real valued g, E M(x)\cP(x) such that 
- Il&fJ-(x)Il= 1. s ince M(x)//(x) is one dimensional, for each f E A there 
is a number Df(x) such that 
f-f (4” + J-(x) = Df (xl (8, + fl(x)). 
Taking norms in (3), we see that for each x E U 
(3) 
Ilf - f C-y)1 + x(x) II = I Df &>I (f EA). (4) 
Define Df (x) = 0 for all f E A and x E Z; then (4) is valid for all x E X. 
Thus ) Dflx)l is a continuous function of x for each f E A. 
It is clear that the map f t+ Df is linear from A into B(X). By (i), 
(f - f (XV )( g - &)l> E ax) V;gEA,xEX). 
It follows that 
fg - f Cx) d-~)l + f(x) = &)f + f (x> g - 2f (x> LT(x)l + I* 
Therefore Dug)(x) = g(x) Df (x) + f(x) Dg(x); D is a derivation. 
Since A is a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra, the automorphism 
f I-+ f is continuous. X(x) is clearly conjugate closed for each x, and 
therefore X(x) is conjugate closed as well. One can take conjugates in (3), 
and since g, is real valued, 
- - 
7 - .?(-~)I. + Y-(x) = Df (x)( g, + Y-(x) 1. 
That is, Df(x) = Df (x); D is a * derivation. 
Finally, it is easy to check that the graph norm 
llf IID = Ilf IL + “,tg llf - f (x)1 + X(x) II 
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is equivalent o the norm SUP,,~ ]lf + x(x) I], and therefore, by assumption 
(ii), to the original norm. fl 
It is now natural to inquire when D can be chosen with range in C(X). 
Note that the construction of Proposition 1.1.8 involves an arbitrary choice 
of g, for each x E X. But the choice of g, amounts just to a choice of sign 
for the point derivation f t-+ Df(x). That is, if gi (i = 1,2) are two real- 
valued functions in M(x) such that ]I gi + Y(x) I] = 1 and f t- DJ(x) are the 
corresponding point derivations at x, then D,( . )(x) = f D2( )(x). The 
problem is thus to choose the signs of the point derivations consistently so 
that Dfwill be continuous for allfE A. The following remarks illustrate this 
problem. Details can be found in [lo]. 
Remarks. (1) Let 
A = (f E C’(Z):f(O) =f(l) andf’(0) = -f’(l)}. 
Define q”(s) = f’(s) (0 < s < 1, f E A). A is to be regarded as a dense * 
subalgebra of C(T) and d as a * derivation mapping A into B(T), closed 
with respect to the sup-norms in C(T) and B(T). Thus A satisfies the 
hypotheses of Proposition 1.1.8 with X= T. One can show that 
(a) for each x EX there is a neighborhood V of x and a * 
derivation D: A -+ B(X) such that D satisfies (1) and (2) of Proposition 1.1.8, 
and Dfl,. is continuous for each f E A, but 
(b) there is no D satisfying (1) and (2) which has range in C(X). 
That is, locally the signs of the point derivations can be chosen consistently, 
but globally they cannot. 
(2) One can also give an example of a compact subset X of the plane 
and a subalgebra A of C(X) satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 1.1.8 
such that condition (la) above fails. That is, even locally, the signs of the 
point derivations cannot be chosen consistently. 
In Remarks (3) and (4) below, assume X is compact Hausdorff and that A 
is a subalgebra of C(X) satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 1.1.8. 
(3) Batty has given an addditional condition on A which is necessary 
for A to be the domain of a closed * derivation in C(X) and which, ifX is 
locally connected, is also sufficient. See [ 10, pp. 19-211. 
(4) Suppose A satisfies condition (la) above. In general, A need not 
be the domain of a closed * derivation in C(X); but if X = Z, then A is the 
domain of a closed * derivation in C(Z). 
In the remainder of this section we collect some miscellaneous lemmas on 
derivations in C(X). 
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DEFINITION 1.1.9. Let D be a derivation defined in C(X). A closed 
subset E s X is called a restriction set for D if Df IE = 0, whenever f E G?(D) 
andfj, = 0. If E is a restriction set, then the formula DE(flE) = DflL defines 
a derivation with domain {fl,:f E g(D)}. If D is a * derivation, then so is 
Dr. Batty used the phrase self-determining set for this notion. 
LEMMA 1.1.10. Let D be a derivation in C(X) such that Q(D) is a 
normal subalgebra of C(X). For any open subset II c X, I!? is a restriction set 
for D. If D is closed, then D, is closable. 
Proof. It follows at once from Lemma 1.1.5 that if f E g?(D) and 
fir = 0, then Df II, = 0. By continuity, Df IF = 0. 
For the proof of the last statement see [3, Lemma 4.1). 
LEMMA 1.1.11. Let D be a closed derivation in C(X) such that B(D) is 
a normal subalgebra of C(X). Suppose U c X is open, and S E Q(D) is a 
sup-norm dense set such that Df (x) = 0 (x E U, f E S). Then 
ocZ= (xEX:Df(x)=OVf Eg(D)}. 
Proof. DF is closable and ker(DF) is sup-norm dense in C(u). Hence 
a(&) = C(u) and DU = 0. 1 
LEMMA 1.1.12. Let D be a closed derivation in C(X) such that Q(D) is 
a normal subalgebra of C(X). Let 
Z = {x E X: D(f)(x) = 0 Vf E G(D)}. 
Every f E C(X) is locally in ker(D) in int(Z). 
Proof. Let f E C(X) and x E int(Z). Choose e E G(D) such that e = 1 
near x and supp(e) s int(Z). If (f,) is a sequence in B(D) converging 
uniformly to A then (f,e) G ker(D) and 11 f,e -fell, -+ 0. Therefore 
fe E ker(D), since D is closed. 1 
LEMMA 1.1.13. Let D be a derivation in C(X) such that 5?(D) contains 
a Silov subalgebra of C(X). Then G?(D) and ker(D) are local subalgebras of 
cm 
Proof Any algebra containing a Silov subalgebra is a local algebra; one 
sees this by using paritions of unity in the Silov subalgebra. Iff is locally in 
ker(D), then f E G(D), since g(D) is local. But Lemma 1.1.5 implies that 
any element of g(D) which is locally in ker(D) is an element of ker(D). 1 
LEMMA 1.1.14. Let B be a commutative Banach algebra, v: C(X) -+ B a 
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homomorphism, and D: C(X)+ B a v-derivation; that is, D(fg) = 
v(f) D(g) + v(g) D(f) df, g E C(X)). Then range (D) G rad(B). 
Proof: For any character 4 of B, 4 o D is a point derivation of C(X). But 
C(X) has no non-zero point derivation. Therefore #(D(C(X))) = (0). 1 
LEMMA 1.1.15. Let D, and D, be * derivations in C(X) with GS(DO) = 
G(D,), and suppose that D, is closed. 
Then ker(D,) 2 ker(D,), and D, is continuous with respect to the graph 
norm 11 llDO on B(D,). 
Proof: Since D, is closed, ker(D,) is a C* subalgebra of C(X) containing 
Il. Let v: ker(D,) + C(X) be the identity map. The restriction of D, to 
ker(D,) is a v-derivation and therefore, by Lemma 1.1.14, D,(ker(D,)) G 
rad(C(X)) = (0). 
The last statement follows from an automatic continuity theorem of 
Johnson. See Sakai [ 16, Proposition 1.11. m 
So far we have discussed derivations in C(X), where X is compact 
Hausdorff. Suppose now that X is locally compact, non-compact, and 
Hausdorff. Let X be the one-point compactification. If 6 is a closed * 
derivation in C,,(X), define 6 in C(X) by 
G?(8) = a(s) @ Cll) 
6=S@O. 
Then 6 is a closed * derivation in C(X). The fact that g(6) is a Silov 
subalgebra of C(X) implies that Q??(S) is a Silov subalgebra of C,,(X). 
If, on the other hand, 6 is a closed * derivation in C(X), let 
A = (f E g(S):f E C,(X) and Sf E C,(X)}. 
If X, # x2 are points of X, there is an e E G(6) such that e = 1 near x,, e = 0 
near x2, and e has compact support in X. Then e E A, and it follows that A 
is dense in C,,(X). It is easily seen that 6, = 6 IA is a closed * derivation in 
C,(X). It is possible that A $ G?(6) I? C,(X) and therefore (6,,)- + 6. 
However, if we start with a closed * derivation 6 in C,,(X), then (s),, = 6. 
1.2. New Derivations from Old 
1.2.1. A construction. If 6 is a * derivation in C(X) and I E C,(X), then 
A 6, defined by 
1 w-)(x) = w &lx) (f E .q6), x E X) 
is also a * derivation with domain g(6). If II is never zero, then A 6 is 
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closed if and only if 6 is closed, and ker(A 6) = ker(b). In general, if 6 is 
closed (or closable), then J 6 is closable, as may be seen by an argument of 
Sakai [ 16, Theorem 1.131. One can also exhibit a closed extension of 1 6 
explicitly. This is done below. 
Assume 6 is closed. Let Z, = n-*((O)) and U,, = x\Z,. Let V be an open 
subset of U., and let L be the algebra of functions in C(X) which are locally 
in a(6) on V. Given x E V, choose e E g(S) such that x < e < V. Then for 
any f E L, ef E g(6), and the number G(ef)(x) depends only on f and x, not 
on the choce of e. For if e,, e, are two such functions, then e,f = e,f near x, 
and therefore 6(e, f )(x) = 6(e,f )(x) (L emma 1.1.5). Define Sf (x) = 6(ef )(x). 
(If f E g(6) to begin with, then this definition agrees with the original 
definition of Sf (x).) It is easily seen that f b Sf (x) is a point derivation on L 
satisfying 6($)(x) = Sf (x) (f E L, x E X) and that x I-+ Sf (x) is continuous 
on V for fixed f E L. For f E L define 
&f(x) = A(x) df (x) (x E V) 
=o (x E x\ v>* 
Let Q(O,,) = (f E L: DJ E C(X)}. Note that iff E 29(B) and sup?(f) g V, 
then f E Q(D,) and DJ = ,4 Sf, therefore S?(D,) at least separates points 
of v. 
The derivation D, is closed. To see this, let (f,) be a sequence in g(D,) 
such that f,, + F and DJ,, + G uniformly on X. If e E g(6) with e < V, then 
(ef,) E g(6) and ef,, + eF uniformly on X. Also 
4(efn) = eDof, + f&e 
= eD, f, + f,A de, 
which converges uniformly on X to eG + FL 6e. But 
Wef”) = J-4efn), 
since efn E g(6) and supp(ef,) c V. Since A is bounded away from zero on 
supp(e), we can divide by 1, and we conclude that 6(efn) converges 
uniformly to eG/1 + F 6e. Since 6 is closed, it follows that eF E 9(s), and 
6(eF) = eG/l + F de. 
Hence F is locally in g(6) in V. If x E V and e satisfies x < e < V, then 
dF(x) = G(eF)(x) = G(x)/A(x), 
since e(x) = 1 and de(x) = 0. Therefore, 
D&x) = l(x) dF(x) = G(x) (x E V). 
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Now since GE C(X) and G = 0 on x\V, we have FE B(D,) and 
D,,(F) = G. This proves the assertion. 
Notation. To express that D, has been obtained in this way from 6, A, 
and V, we write D, = DO(6, 1, V). 
Consider the special case V= U,,. In this case, g(6) & g(D,), and 
DJ = ,48f (f E g(6)). D,(S, II, U.,) is the closed extension of 1 6 promised 
above. 
In the above construction we can also define for f E L 
D!(x) = 4~) Jf(x) (x E v> 
=o (x E int(x\V). 
The natural domain 22(D) for D is the set off E L such that Df has a 
(necessarily unique) continuous extension to X. The same argument as above 
shows that D is also a closed * derivation in C(X) (with not necessarily 
dense domain). To express that D has been obtained from 6,1, and V in this 
way, we write D = D(6, A, V). 
1.2.2. A similar construction. A variant of the above construction can be 
used to obtain a closed * derivation defined in one commutative C* algebra 
from one defined in another. 
(a) Let U be an open subset of a compact Hausdorff space X, and 
suppose that 6 is a densely defined closed * derivation in C,(U). Let 
L = {f E C(X):f IL’ is locally in Q(S) on Ut. 
Given f E L and x E U, choose e E g(6) such that x < e < U. The number 
J(ef )(x) d P d e en s only on f and x, not on the choice of e. We define 
af (x) = W-)(x). N ow each f E C,(U) may be regarded as an element of 
C(X) vanishing outside of U, if f E g(6), then f E L and the new definition 
of df (x) agrees with the original definition. As in 1.2.1, for fixed x E U, the 
map f k-+ df (x) is a point derivation on L satisfying 6(f)(x) = 6f(x>, and for 
fixed f E L, the map x b Sf (x) is continuous on U. For f E L, define 
Dof (4 = df (x) (x E U) 
=o (x E x\m 
and 
Df (x) = af (x) (x E u> 
=o (x E int(x\U)). 
Let G(D,) = (f E L: D,f E C(X)}, and 
B(D) = {f E L: Df has a continuous extension to X). 
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A repetition of the argument of 1.2.1 shows that the restrictions of D, and D 
to their natural domains are closed * derivations in C(X) (not necessarily 
densely defined). Clearly D, G D. To signify that D, (or D) has been 
obtained in this way we write D, = D,(6, U, X) (or D = D(6, U, X)). 
(b) Suppose that Xi are compact Hausdorff spaces and Uj c X, are 
open (i = 1,2). Assume further that U, is homeomorphic to II,. We suppress 
the homeomorphism and write U c X, (i = 1,2). 
Now let 6 be a densely defined closed * derivation in C(X,). The algebra 
is dense in C,(U), and the formula S,(f IL,) = Sf IL’ defines a closed * 
derivation in C,(U) with domain A. We can now apply the construction of 
1.2.2a with 6 replaced by 6, and X by X, to obtain closed * derivations D, 
and D in C(X,). Note that for f E C(X,),f IL: is locally in GJ(&,) on U if and 
only iff IcJ is locally in g(6) on U. 
1.2.3. Conjugation with * automorphisms. If 6 is a * derivation in C(X) 
and a is a * automorphism of C(X), then a-‘& is also a * derivation in 
C(X) with domain a-Q(6). The derivation a -‘da is closed (closable) if and 
only if 6 is closed (closable). 
I .3. Generalized Cantor Functions 
A certain class of monotone functions plays an essential role in the sequel. 
The definition is 
DEFINITION 1.3.1. A function f E C,(I) is a generalized Cantorfunction 
(abbreviated gcf) if f is monotone on Z but not strictly monotone on any 
subinterval of I. 
Every real constant function is a gcf. The familiar Cantor middle-thirds 
function is a gcf, and one can show that every non-constant gcf resembles 
the usual Cantor function in all essential features. More precisely: let f be a 
non-constant gcf, and let d denote the usual Cantor function. Then there exist 
(a) a homeomorphism h of I onto range (f), 
(b) numbers a and p with 0 < a < /l< 1, and 
(c) a function g: I+ I satisfying 
(9 s(f) = 0 (0 < 2 <P>, 
(ii> g Lo1 is a homeomorphism onto I, and 
(iii) g(f) = 1 (j3 < t < l), 
suchthatf =ho#og. 
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It is apparent hatf E C,(Z) is monotone if and only iffsatisfies 
each fiber f -l(x) is connected (x E range(f)). (*) 
We will have occasion to consider continuous surjections f: I + X, where X 
is Hausdorff and f satisfies (*). Such a function is just a monotone function 
in disguise: Iff is not constant, there is a homeomorphism h:X+ Z such that 
h 0 f is increasing. We outline a proof of this fact. Whenever x and y are 
distinct points of X, f -‘(x) and f -l(y) are disjoint closed connected subsets 
of I. Hence f-‘(x) (f-‘(jp) or f-‘(v) <f-‘(x). Detine .Y < J’ if 
f-‘(x) < f-‘(y). Then ( is a total order on X, and f is order preserving. 
One can show that the order topology is the same as the original topology, 
and X is therefore compact, Hausdorff, connected, and separable in the order 
topology. It follows that there is an order isomorphism and homeomorphism 
h: X-+ I. (cf. [ 13, Theorem 2-27, p. 541.) 
The following definition will be used in the discussion of closed * 
derivations in C(Z x 0) in Section 2. 
DEFINITION 1.3.2. Let s), X be compact Hausdorff spaces. A continuous 
surjection @: Z x R + X is called a generalized Cantor function (gcf) if 
(i) @ does not separate points on any open subset of Z x Q, and 
(ii) each fiber Q-‘(x) (x E X) is a connected subset of Z X (w) for 
some w E Q. 
The comments preceding this definition show that it generalizes Definition 
1.3.1. 
1.3.3. Some examples and comments. Supose pi: I+ I (i = l,..., n) are 
gcfs, each increasing. Then $ = xi”=, tii is also a gcf, and C*(4) (by 
definition, the C* algebra generated by 4 and 1 in C(Z)) is the same as the 
C* algebra generated by (C*(oi): i = l,..., n). 
If 0 < a < b < 1, there is a gcf 4: Z -+I such that @(s) =0 (s <a) and 
#(s) = 1 (s > b). It is easy to obtain a sequence of gcfs defined on Z which 
collectively separate points of I. 
If 4: I+ Z is a gcf, then @: Z x 0 + Z x Q defined by @(x, o) = (o(x), w) 
is a gcf. Suppose tii: I--+ Z (i = 0, 1) are gcfs, both increasing. For each 
y E [0, l] define 4, = (1 - JP)#,, + y$,. Each #Y is a gcf and C*(#,) = 
C*(oO, 4,) if 0 < y < 1. The function @: Z x I-, Z x Z defined by @(x, y) = 
(qhy(x), y) is also a gcf. 
If @: Z x Q +X is a gcf and o E R, the map x ++ @(x, o) need not be a 
gcf; indeed, it may be injective. In [ 111, an example is given of a gcf @ 
defined on Z x Z such that the set of y for which the map x ++ @(x, ~7) is 
injective is dense in I. 
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2. DERIVATIONS IN C(Zx l2) 
Let R be a compact Hausdorff space. For f E C(Z x Q), and 
(s, w) E Z X R define the partial derivative 
af(s 
7 
w) = limf(4 w) -fh w) 
I3 t-s ’ 
whenever the limit exists. Let 
G(a) = {f E C(Z x Q): af is defined and continuous on Z x J2). 
Then a: g(a) + C(Z x Q) is a closed * derivation in C(Z x Q). If Q is a 
singleton, then G?(a) = C’(Z) and 8 is just the derivative. That a is a closed 
map is proved in just the same way as the fact that the derivative is closed in 
C(Z). That G?(a) is dense in C(Z x a) follows from the fact that 9(a) 
contains C’(Z) @ C(Q) (the algebraic tensor product). 
In this section we discuss closed * derivations in C(Z X Q) whose domains 
contain the domain of the partial derivative. We also present some special 
results on closed derivations in C(Z) (Section 2.3). 
2.1. Closed * Derivations Extending the Partial Derivative 
In this section we describe all closed * derivations in C(Z X Q) which 
extend 8. Such a derivation is always determined by its kernel, and its kernel 
always has the form @“(C(X)), where @: Z x 0 +X is a generalized Cantor 
function. 
Choose p E Z, and let 
M = {f E qa):f(p, U) = 0 for all 0 E Q). 
Since for f E g(a) and (x, w) E Z x Q, 
f(x, w) =f(P, w> + IX af(s, w)ds, P 
it follows that Mn ker(a) = (0), and that ker(a) = 1 0 C(Q), the set of 
functions in C(Z x a) which depend solely on the second variable. 
LEMMA 2.1.1. Let N be a linear subspace of C(Z x 0) such that 
N z ker(a) and N n M = (0). Then there is a unique linear map T such that 
T extends 8 and ker (7) = N. 
If T is any linear map in C(Z x 8) extending a, then 9(T) = M 0 ker(7). 
T is closed if and only if ker(7) is closed with respect to the sup norm. T is 
closable if and only if Mn ker(T) = (0), and in this case ker(T) = ker(T). 
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Proof. If T is a linear map extending a, then 
Mn ker(T) = Mn Q(a) n ker(7’) = Mn ker(3) = (0). 
For f E g(T) and (x, w) E Z x 52, we can write 
j-(x, w) = ix Tf(s, w)ds + j-(x, w) - ix ZJ-(s, 0) ds .
-P [ “P 1 
This exhibits f as an element of A4 + ker(T), and shows that g(T) = 
M @ ker(T). If N 1 ker(a) and A4 n N = (0), define T on M 0 N by 
T = 3 @ 0. Then T is linear, T extends a, and ker(7’) = N. Uniqueness is 
immediate, since a linear extension of 8 is determined by its kernel. 
It is easy to see that the kernel of a closed linear map is sup-norm closed. 
Suppose on the other hand that ker(7’) is closed, and consider sequences 
(f,) c M and (g,) g ker(T) such that 
and 
II TM, + &I) - Kllz = llaf, - mc + 03 
for some H, K E C(IX Q). Define F(x, o) = j,“K(s, w)ds; F lies in M. 
Observe that 
fnk w) -J-(x, w) = 1x (af&, w) - K(s, w)) ds + 0, 
P 
uniformly on Z x L!. Therefore (g,) also converges uniformly to a limit G, 
and G E ker(T) since we are assuming that ker(T) is closed. Thus H = F + G 
is an element of A4 0 ker(T) = g(T), and T(H) = aF = K. This shows that T 
is closed. 
If Mn ker(T) = (0), then A4 @ ker(7’) is the domain of a closed linear 
extension of a. Conversely, if T is closable, then ker(T) 3 ker(T) implies 
ker(T) 2 ker(T), and ker(7) n M = (0). But then M @ ker(7’) is the domain 
of a closed linear map which extends T and is extended by r Therefore 
%?(n = M@ ker(T) and ker(?=) = ker(T). 1 
Of course, the preceding applies in particular if T is a derivation (resp. a 
* derivation) extending a. In this case, both ker(T) and 9(T) are 
subalgebras (resp. * subalgebras) of C(Z x f2). If T is a closed * derivation, 
then ker(T) is a C* subalgebra. 
The next result demonstrates the existence of closed * derivations 
extending a. This answers a question posed by Sakai [ 16, Problem 1.51. 
Takenouchi and Herman independently discovered the existence of such 
derivations, at least in the case of C(Z) [ 121. 
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THEOREM 2.1.2. Let @: Z x a-+X be a gcf (Definition 1.3.2), and let 
A = @“(C(X)). Choose p E Z and let 
M= {fE g(3): f(p, w) = 0 for all u E 0). 
Then A 1 ker(a), A n M = (0), and M 0 A is a * subalgebra of C(Z x Q). 
If 6 denotes the unique linear extension of 8 with kernel A, then S is a closed 
* derivation. 
ProoJ: Each fiber W’(x) (x E X) is contained in an interval Z x (w). A 
consists of those continuous functions on Z x Q which are constant on fibers 
of @, and ker@) of those which are constant on Z x {w) for each w. Thus 
A 2 ker(8). 
LetfEA and let [a,b] x (w) b e a fiber of @. Then af(s, w) exists and 
equals zero at all points (s, w) E ]a, b[ X {w }. The set of such points is dense 
in Z x Q, according to Definition 1.3.2. Therefore if f E A r7 9(a), then 
af = 0. Hence 
To show that M @ A is a subalgebra of C(Z X f2), it suffices to show that 
for f E M and g E A, fg has a decomposition fg = h + k, where h E M and 
kEA. Define 
h(x, w) = “X 3f (s, w) g(s, w) ds 
1 
((xv 0) E z x Q), 
P 
and let k = fg - h. The function h is evidently in M; we have to see that k is 
constant on fibers on @. Suppose s < t and @(s, LL)) = @(t, 0). Then @ and g 
are constant on [s, t] x (w), and 
k(t, 0) - k(s, w) = (f (6 w) - f (s, 0)) g(s, 0) - g(st w) [’ af (u, 0) du 
-s 
= 0. 
This shows that k E A. 
If 6 is the unique linear map which extends a and has kernel A, then 6 is 
closed since A is sup-norm closed. g(6) = M @ A is evidently conjugate 
closed, and 6 commutes with complex conjugation. 
If f E M and g E A, let fg = h + k, as above. Then 
&fg) = ah = (af )g. 
It follows from this that 6 is a derivation. 1 
Since for any Q, there exist gcfs 9: Z x R +X such that @“(C(X)) + 
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ker(a), it follows that 8 always has proper closed extensions. The next result 
is the converse of Theorem 2.1.2. 
THEOREM 2.1.3. Let 6 be a closed * derivation in C(Z x 0) such that 6 
extends a. Then there is a gcf @: Z x l2 +X such that ker(6) = @“(C(X)) and 
cq) = M 0 @“(C(x)). 
ProoJ Since 6 is closed, ker(b) is a C* subalgebra of C(Z X a), and 
therefore there exists a compact Hausdorff space X and a continuous 
surjection @: Z x R +X such that ker(b) = @“(C(X)). We have only to show 
that @ is a gcf. 
Suppose that @ separates points on some open subset U c Z x 0, and let 
V be an open set such that vs U. Then 8, and Jri are well-defined * 
derivations in C(n, with a,# 0, and & extending 8, (Lemma 1.1.10). But 
ker(&) 3 {flv:f E ker(b)) 
= (fEC(v):f is constant on fibers of @ IF) 
= WI, 
since @ 1~ is supposed to be l-l. Thus &= 0, a contradiction. 
Since 6 extends a, ker(b) 2 ker(a) = 11 @ C(0). Therefore each fiber of @ 
is contained in an interval Z x {w). Now suppose that s < t and @(s, 0) = 
@(t, w) for some w E R. Let g E ker(d) satisfy g(s, o) = g(t, w) = 0. Given 
f E C’(Z), define 
h(u, w) =-of g(u, w) + 1; f’(v) g(v, 0) dv. 
One can easily see that h is an element of ker(b). Therefore 
0 = h(t, w) - h(s, w) 
= [’ f’(v) g(v, o) dv. 
‘5 
Since g( , w) is orthogonal to every continuous function on [s, t], 
g( , w) = 0 on [s, t]. It follows that every function in ker(d) is constant on 
[s, t] x (w), and each set of constancy of ker(6) is connected. Therefore @ is 
a gcf. I 
If 0 is a singleton, one can suppose that XC_ R. (See the comments 
following Definition 1.3.1.) In this case, @“(C(X)) = C*(G), the C* 
subalgebra of C(Z) (=C(Z x a)) generated by @ and Il. 
COROLLARY 2.1.4. Let 6 be a closed * derivation in C(Z x f2) extending 
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a. Then there is a dense subset U of I x R such that for all f E g(S), af 
exists and is continuous on U. In the special case that 6 is a closed * 
derivation in C(I) extending the derivative, U rnaJ> be taken to be open. 
Proof: Let U be the union of all sets ]a, b[ x {w } such that every 
function in ker(b) is constant on ]a, b[ x {IX). Then U is dense, and, in case 
the. underlying space is Z, U is open. If f E L?(6), write f = h + k, where 
h E G?(a) and k E ker(b). Then for all p E U, ak(p) = 0 and i?f (p) = ah(p). 
Thus 3f (p) is defined and continuous for p E U. 4 
COROLLARY 2.1.5. There exist non-closable * derivations in C(Z x 0) 
which extend F. 
proof: Let t$: I + R be a continuous nowhere differentiable function, and 
let @ = Q @ 1, @: I x R -+ II?. Let A be the polynomial ring, 
A = .@(a)[@]. 
We would like to define 6 on A by the formula 
To see that 6 is well defined, suppose that xi=, f,,@" = 0 identically on 
I x R. Dealing with the real and imaginary parts separately, we can assume 
that the f, are real valued. Suppose now that for some (x,, , wO) E 10, 1 [ X 0, 
( : a(fnP”) (xcl. %> = % wr)~xo~ %I ~“(43) n=1 n=* 
# 0. 
Consider the function F: I X R + R defined by 
F(x, Y) = x fn(xvq4.V. 
n=l 
F is a C’ function on I x R and 
Our assumptions imply that F(x, 4(x)) = 0 identically for x E I, and 
(aF/3x)(x0, 4(x0)) + 0. By the implicit function theorem, there is a 
neighborhood E = [x, - a, x0 + a] x [4(x,,) - b, 4(x,) + b] of (x0, 4(x,,)) and 
a unique C’ function IJI defined on [4(x,,) - b, 4(x,,) + b] such that whenever 
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(x, y) E E and F(x, y) = 0, x = W(J) holds. But this means that 4 has a C’ 
inverse in a neighborhood of x,,, which is clearly impossible since 4 is 
nowhere differentiable. We conclude that whenever C:=, f,@” = 0 iden- 
tically on Z x R, Cz=, a(f,)@” = 0 on 10, 1[ x R and therefore, by 
continuity, on I X R. 
Now 6 is easily seen to be a * derivation extending a. By the previous 
corollary, 6 cannot be closable, since @ E g(6) and ii@ is nowhere 
defined. [ 
Herman and Takenouchi previously found a construction for non-closable 
* derivations extending the derivative in C(Z) [ 121. 
2.2. Closed *Derivations Extending 1 2 
This section continues the discussion of closed * derivations with domain 
containing G?(a). For convenience and clarity, we restrict our attention to 
closed * derivations in C(Z). However, everything in this section can also be 
done for closed * derivations in C(Z x 0). 
Let D be a closed derivation in C(Z) with 9(D) 2 C’(Z). Let z denote the 
identity function on Z and let A = D(z). Lemma 1.1.3 implies that 
Df=l.f’ (f E C’(Z)). 
(For a closed derivation D in C(Z x 0) with G?(D) 2 Q(a), it is still true that 
there is a A E C(Z x Q) such that Df = 1 3f (f E Q(a)). Here 
A = D(z @ I).) If D is a closed * derivation and 1 is never zero, then 
(l/A) D is a closed * derivation with the same domain and kernal as D, and 
(l/A) . D extends a. The results of Section 2.1 give the structure of D. 
Now let 1 E C,(Z) be arbitrary. Let 2, = A-‘( (O}) and let U, = Z\Z,. For 
any closed * derivation 6 extending a, D,,(6,& U,) and D(6, ,I, U,) are 
closed * derivations extending 1 . 8 (cf. 1.2.1). The following diagram holds, 
in which lines leading upward indicate set inclusion, 
The main result of this section (Theorem 2.2.5) is a structure theorem for 
closed * derivations extending A a. It states for any such derivation D there 
is a closed * derivation 6 extending a such that 13 6 G D c D(S, A, U,). 
580.!39/3-4 
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LEMMA 2.2.1. Suppose A E C,(I) is never zero and D is a + derivation 
in C(Z) extending A a. Zf J is a subinterval of Z, then 
(i) J is a restriction set for D and D, is closable tf D is closable. 
(ii) ker(D,) = (flJ:f E ker(D)}. 
(iii) ker(D,) = (fl:f E ker(D) }. In fact, for each f E ker(D,), there is 
anFEker(D) suchthatFI,=fandjJFI(,=sup{(f(x)l:xEJ). 
Proof Statement (i) follows from Lemma 1.1.10. Choose p E J and let 
M= If E g(a):f (p) = O}, 
and 
iv= (f EO@,):f(p)=O). 
Note that a, is the derivative with domain C’(J) in C(J). Since Z, = 0, we 
can assume, by the previous remarks, that A = Il. By Lemma 2.1.1, 
Also, 
g(D) = M @ ker(D) and Q(D,) = N @ ker(D,). 
if I,:fEW=N and {f lJ: f E ker(D)} G ker(D,). 
The last set inclusion must actually be an equality because of the direct sum 
decompositions. This proves (ii). 
Since ker(D) is a C* subalgebra of C(Z) and the restriction map f I+ f lJ 
is a * homomorphism, {f IJ: f E ker(D) } is a C* subalgebra of C(J) 
containing ker(D,). Therefore, 
- - 
{f IJ: f E ker(D) } 2 ker(D,). 
The opposite inclusion follows from the continuity of the restriction map. 
The final assertion regarding norms results from an application of the Tietze 
extension theorem. 1 
LEMMA 2.2.2. Let D be a closed * derivation in C(Z) extending 1 a, 
and let Jc_ WA be a closed interval. There is a constant M > 0 such that for 
each E (0 < E < 1) and for each f E ker(D,) of norm 1, there is an h E B(D) 
satisfying 
(9 h IJ E ke@,), 
(ii) sup{1 h(x) - f (x)1: x E J) < E, 
(iii) I( h llo < 44. 
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Proof. Let K be a closed interval with 
JGint(K)cKEU,, 
and let e E C’(I) satisfy J< e < int(K). Let f and E be given. According to 
Lemma 2.2.1, there is a g E ker(D,) extending f such that 11 g(J, = 1. (11 g(l, 
denotes sup{l g(x)l: x E K}.) Let g, be an element of ker(D,) such that 
11 g, - gllK < E, let G, be an extension of g, in Q(D), and define 
h = G,e. 
Then h IJ = g, IJ, an element of ker(D,). Also 
Ilh-fll/=llgrfl1.r 
,< II g, - & < E. 
It remains to verify (iii). Note that 
llhll, < llg, IL < 1 + 6 < 2. 
Furthermore, 
II Dhll, = II 4@ Ml, 
= II 4kWlI, 
= IWe’ . gIlI, 
< 2 lb’ IL. 
(since h is supported in int(K)) 
(since g, E ker(D,)) 
Therefore (iii) is satisfied with M = 2( 1 + )I 1e’ llK). I 
The following lemma is well known. 
LEMMA 2.2.3. Let X be a Banach space, Y a normed linear space, and 
T: X + Y a bounded linear map. Suppose there exist constants K > 0 and k 
(0 < k < 1) such that for every y E Y of norm 1, there is an x E X such that 
JIx(I Q K and )I TX - y lJ Q k. Then T maps X onto Y. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.4. Let D be a closed * derivation in C(Z) extending 
A a, and let JS U, be a closed interval. Then D, is a closed * derivation. 
Proof: It suffices to show that ker(D,) is sup-norm closed (Lemma 
2.2.1). The restriction map from g(D) to 9(D,) is continuous with respect 
to the graph norms 11 IID and (I (Jo,. Since ker (D,) is relatively closed in 
S?(D,), its preimage 
X = (h E a(D): h I, E ker(D,)} 
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is a closed subalgebra of 5?(D). Let T: X+ ker(D,) be the restriction map. 
Lemma 2.2.2 states that T satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2.3, with Y 
replaced by ker(D,). Therefore T is surjective, and ker(D,) = ker(D,). 1 
THEOREM 2.2.5. Let D be a closed * derivation in C(I) extending 1 E. 
There is a unique closed * derivation 6 in C(Z) such that 
(i) 6 e-ytends a. 
(ii) D(S, 1, U,,) extends D. 
(iii) 6 is minimum among all closed * derivatives satisfying (i) and 
(ii). 
(iv) D extends A 6. 
If D satisfies Df (p) = 0 for all f E 53(D) and p E Z,,, then D,(S, A, U.,) 
extends D. 
ProoS. Let J= [a,/?] be a closed interval contained in U.,. Since D, is a 
closed * derivation in C(J) extending A . a (Proposition 2.2.4), there is a gcf 
tiJ: J-1 I such that C*(#,) = ker(D,) (Theorem 2.1.3). Extend #J to be 
constant on [0, a ] and on lo, 11; the extended #J is also a gcf. Let B be the 
C* algebra generated by ll and the collection of all Q,, as J varies. Since the 
sets of constancy of B are connected, there is an increasing function 0: I + I 
such that B = C*($). (See the comments preceding Definition 1.3.2.) We 
claim that 
Q is a gcf, (1) 
and 
for each closed interval JG U,, {f IJ: f E C*(4)} = ker(D,). (2) 
To prove (l), we have to show that d does not separate points on any subin- 
terval of I. Each dJ is constant on any interval contained in Z,, and 
therefore so is 4. So it is enough to show that 4 does not separate points on 
any closed interval J G Us,. Thus (1) will follow from (2). The inclusion 
if l.,:f E C*(4)/ 2 ke@,) 
is immediate from the definition of 6. To prove the other inclusion, it sufftces 
to show that for any other closed interval K G U., , 
that is, if [s, t] C_ J and dJ is constant on [s, t], we have to show that #K is 
also constant on [s, t]. If [s, I] n K contains no more than one point, there is 
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nothing to show. Assume therefore that [s, t] r‘l K = L is an interval. It 
follows from Lemma 2.2.1 that 
(flL: f E ker(D,)) = ker(D,) = (flL: f E ker(D,)}. 
Because very f E ker(D,) is constant on L, #K is also constant on L. But dK 
is locally constant on [s, t]\K, and therefore OK is constant on [s, t]. This 
proves claims (1) and (2). 
Let 6 be the closed * derivation in C(Z) extending a with kernel B 
(Theorem 2.1.2), and let d = D(& ,I, U,). Suppose f is an element of g(D). 
Given p E U., , let J be a closed interval such that p E intQ and J E U,, . We 
know that f IJ has a decomposition f IJ = h + k, where h E C’(J) and 
k E ker(D,). There is an HE C’(Z) such that H lJ = h, and by (2) there is a 
K E B such that K ], = k. H + K E g(6) and f = H + K in a neighborhood 
of p. This shows that f is locally in Q(6) on U.,. Also 
Of(P) = DJ(f I,)(P) 
= D,@)(P) 
= A(P) h’(P) 
= L(P) H’(P) 
= 4~) 4H + K)(P) 
= 4P) &f )(P)* 
For p E int(Z,) and f E C’(Z), Df(p) = A(p)f’(p) = 0. Lemma 1.1.11 
implies that Of(p) = 0 for p E int(z,) and f E 5’(D). Since for all 
f E g(D), Df is continuous and 
Df (p) = 4~) W)(P) (P E U,) 
=o (P E WTA 
it is immediate that f E 68(D) and Df = Df. This proves (ii). 
Statements (iii) and (iv) can be proved by parallel arguments. Suppose 
that 6, is another closed * derivation extending a such that D G D(S, , A, U,). 
To verify (iii), we have to show that 6 s 6,; i.e., that C*(d) G ker(b,). To 
verify (iv), we have to show that C*(4) E ker(D). Let f E C*((,) for some 
closed interval K E U., . If J c U., is any closed interval, then by (2), 
f I., E ke@,). 
Since D s D(S,, A, U,), D, $E D(d,, 1, UJ, = (A S,),. Therefore, 
(3) 
ker(D,) E ker(@ a,),) 
= WC4 I,). (4) 
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By Lemma 2.2.1, 
kerW,h) = (g 1: g E ker@,N. 
Combining this with (3) and (4), we have 
flJ E k IL: g E kerkW. 
This shows that f is locally in ker(d,) on U.,. But f is locally constant near 
2,. Since ker(b,) is a local subalgebra of C(I) (Lemma l.l.l3),f E ker(6,). 
Thus C*(#,) c ker(b,), and since K was arbitrary, C*(d) c ker(d,). This 
proves (iii). 
Similarly, if f E C*(#,) for some K, then for each J, f], E ker(D,). This 
implies that f is locally in 9(D) on U,, and Df(p) = 0 (p E UJ. On the 
other hand, f is locally constant in a neighborhood W of 2,; therefore f is 
locally in g(D) in W and Of(p) = 0 for p E W. Since Q(D) is a Silov 
algebra, f E Q(D) and Df = 0. Thus C*(#,) G ker(D), and since K was 
arbitrary, C*(() c ker(D). This proves (iv). 
The final assertion is self-evident. The uniqueness of 6 follows from the 
minimality statement (iii). I 
In the last paragraph we incidentally proved that 
(f IJ: f E ker(D)} = ker(D,). 
The inclusion {f I,: f E ker(D)} G ker(D,) is known. If f E ker(D,), extend f 
to be constant on [0, infJ] and on [sup J, 11. This extended f is in 
C*($,) G C*(9) G ker(D). 
PROPOSITION 2.2.6. Let D be a closed * derivation in C(I) extending 
1 a. Then there exist closed * derivations properly extending D. 
Proox Because of Theorem 2.2.5, it s&ices to prove this when D = 
D(S, A, U,), where 6 is a closed * derivation extending a. Let 4: I + I be a 
non-decreasing cf such that ker(S) = C*(g), and let [a,/31 C_ U,, be an 
interval on which 4 is constant. Let 0: I + I be a non-decreasing cf such 
that 8(s) = 0 for 0 < s < a and 0(s) = 1 for fl< s < 1. Let ly = 4 + 8, and let 
6, be the closed * derivation extending a with kernel C*(v). Define D, = 
W, ,A, u,). 
Clearly D, 2 D. The function w is not in B(D), since every element of 
g(D) must be C’ on [a,fi]. But I,V E g(D,); so D, # D. 1 
A simple consequence of Theorem 2.2.5 is the following: Let D be a 
closed * derivation extending k . a, and let 
Z={pEI:Df(p)=O Vf E@(D)}. 
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Since D 5 D(S, I, U,) for some 6, Df(p) = 0 for all f E g(D) and 
p E int(Z,); i.e., int(Z,) E Z. On the other hand, if p E U,, then 
D(z)(p) = n(p) # 0; so p 66 Z. Thus 
int(Z,) & Z g Z, . 
Now if D, , D, are two closed * derivations such that 
A a c Di & D(S, 1, U,) (i = 1, 2), then: 
(a) G3(Di) is locally the same as g(6) on U,,, and 
Di(f )(P) = k(P) af (P) (i = 1,2; f E @(Di); p E U<,). 
(b) Every f E C(Z) is locally in g(Di) in int(Z,& and 
Dif (P> = 0 (i = 1, 2; f E C(Z); p E int(Z,)). 
This follows from Lemma 1.1.12. Thus D, and D, can differ only in their 
behavior at the boundary of Z,. However, as the following remarks indicate, 
a great deal can happen at the boundary of Z,. 
2.2.7. Some remarks. (1) It is not true in general that D,(i?, A, U.,) is the 
closure of 1 . a. 
(2) It is not difficult to give an example of a 1 such that there is an 
infinite chain of distinct closed * derivations between DO@, A, U,{) and 
W’, 1, U,). 
(3) Frederickson has given an example [9] of a (non-Lipschitz) 
continuous vector field 1 on Z which admits uncountably many distinct 
integral flows. An integral flow for 1 is a one-parameter group (e,} of 
homeomorphisms of Z such that for each s E Z, 
-$ e,(s) =W,(s))* 
Given (e,}, let {a,} be the corresponding strongly continuous one-parameter 
group of * automorphisms of C(Z), 
Let D be the infinitesimal generator of {a,}. D is a closed * derivation in 
C(Z), C’(Z) G B(D), and 
Df=Af (f E WN. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between (i) flows (e,}, (ii) strongly 
continuous one-parameter groups of * automorphisms {a,}, and (iii) 
generators D. Thus Frederickson’s example gives us an uncountable family 
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(Di} of generators extending A a. It follows from the theory of one- 
parameter groups of linear operators that no member of this family is an 
extension of another member. 
Where do the derivations {Oi} fit in the scheme of Theorem 2.2.5? If 
D E (Di}, Theorem 2.2.5 states that there is a minimal closed * derivation 6 
such that 6 extends a and 1 6 G D c D(S, I, U,,). We claim that 6 = a. Let 
0: I+ I be a non-decreasing cf such that C*(g) = ker(b). Suppose [a,P] is 
an interval on which 4 is not constant. Let w be the affme function such that 
w(a) = $(a) and I@) = (co), and let h = t,u - 4. Then h(a) = h(P) = 0, but h 
is not constant. Therefore h has a relative extremum at some s E (a,&. 
Because D is a generator, it is well behaved. This means that iff E g(D),.,, 
has a relative extremum at p E 1, then Df(p) = 0 [ 11, Lemma 1.71. Thus 
0 = Dh(s) = A(s) d(h)(s) = A(s) y/‘(s). 
Since i@(s) # 0, A(s) = 0. 
Let K be the set on which $ increases; that is, if V is the union of all 
intervals U such that U is open relative to I and ( is constant on U, we set 
K = I\V. If x E K and (a, /I) is a neighborhood of x, we have just observed 
that Z, n (a, /I) # 0. Since Z, is closed, KG Z,. Now iff E Q(S), thenf is 
C’ on the complement of K, and Sf( p) = f’(p) (p E Iw). Iff E g(D), then 
f is locally in g(6) in UA G I\K, and therefore C’ in VA; for p E U,, 
Dfb) = A(P) 6fb) = J(PV’(P). 
Since Df(p) = 0 for p E int(Z,), it follows that D G D(a, A, U,). Then 6 = a, 
as asserted, and we have an uncountable family of generators between A 8 
and D(iJ, 1, U,). 
(4) Let 6 be a closed * derivation in C(Z). If a is a * automorphism of 
C(I) such that aC’(I) G a(6), let h be the homeomorphism of I such that 
a(f) =f 0 h dfE C(Z)). If z denotes the identity function on Z, then 
a(z) = h E g(6). Suppose on the other hand that 6 is a closed * derivation 
on C(I) whose domain contains an injective real-valued function f; by 
composing a suitable afftne map with f one obtains a homeomorphism 
h: I+ Z with h E g(6). Let a be the * automorphism of C(I) defmed by 
a( g) = g 0 h (g E C(Z)). Then 
aC,(I) = {g 0 h: g E C’(I)] 
= g(6), 
according to Lemma 1.1.3. Thus the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There is a * automorphism a such that at?(I) s 8(d). 
(2) g(6) contains a homeomorphism of I. 
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Batty has shown that the closed * derivations in C(Z) satisfying these 
conditions are precisely the “quasi-well-behaved” closed * derivations [3, 
Corollary 3.81. If 6 is a quasi-well-behaved closed * derivation in C(Z) and a 
is a * automorphism such that aC’(Z)s g(S), then a-‘& is a closed * 
derivation whose domain contains C’(Z). One can therefore use the results of 
this section to obtain information on the structure of 6. 
Part of the information on closed * derivations in C(Z) contained in 
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 was developed independently by Batty; see [3], Section 
3, especially Theorem 3.2. 
2.3. Closed Derivations in C(Z) 
The material of the previous section was presented for C(Z), but is equally 
valid for C(Z x Q). In this section we present some results which are special 
to C(Z). The main theorem is the following. 
THEOREM 2.3.1. Let 6 be a closed derivation in C(Z) extending the 
derivative a. Then 6 is a * derivation. 
The proof relies on the following theorem of D. R. Wilken. 
THEOREM [ 181. Let A be a sup-norm closed subalgebra of C(Z) which 
separates points of I. Zf for each x E Z the ideal of functions vanishing in a 
neighborhood of x is dense in the maximal ideal at x, then A = C(Z). 
Proof of 2.3.1. Let M= {f E C’(Z): f(O)=O}. We know that 
g(6) = M @ ker(6), and that ker(b) is a sup-norm closed subalgebra of C(Z) 
(Lemma 2.1.1). What has to be shown is that ker(b) is closed under complex 
conjugation. If f E C’(Z), g E ker(b), and x0 E Z, then the function 
h(x)= f(x) g(x) - j-’ f ‘6) g(s) ds 
xcl 
is an element of ker(b). From this follow two important conclusions. The 
first is that the sets of constancy of ker(b) are connected; this is shown 
exactly as in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.1.3. The second 
conclusion is that if g E ker(6) and g(xO) = 0, then g can be uniformly 
approximated by elements of ker(6) vanishing in a neighborhood of x0. To 
see this, let E > 0 and let U be an open interval about x0 such that 1 g(x)] < E 
for x E II. Let f be a real valued C’ function satisfying 
(i) f = 0 in a neighborhood of x,,, 
(ii) f = 1 on the complement of U, and 
(iii) f’(x)(x -x0) > 0 for all x E I. 
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Define h as above, and note that for all x, 





= &f(X) ,< E. 
(1) 
The first inequality follows from (iii), and the second from the fact thatf’ is 
non-zero only when ]g] < E. For x E CJ, 
I g(x) - f(x) &)I = I &)I (1 - f(x)) < 67 
while for x E r\U, g(x) = f(x) g(x). That is, 
llg-.kllcc <E* (2) 
Combining (1) and (2), we see that ]lh - g]lW < 2.5. Of course, h E ker(b), 
and h = 0 in a neighborhood of x,,. 
Since the sets of constancy of ker(b) are connected, there is a non- 
decreasing function (: Z + Z such that #‘(C(Z)) is the C* subalgebra of C(Z) 
generated by ker(b) (Section 1.3). Set 
A = (#‘))‘(ker(G)). 
A is a closed separating subalgebra of C(Z). Suppose w. E Z, g E A, 
g(wo) =O, and E > 0. Let a = inf&‘(w,) and b = sup#-‘(IV,). Since 
4”(g) = 0 on [a, b], there exist h, E ker(6) and vi > 0 (i = 1,2) such that 
and 
II hi - ~“(g>llm < &, 
h,=O on [a-q,,a] (hence A,=0 on [u-~,,b]), 
h, = 0 on [b, b + q2] (hence h, = 0 on [a, b + ~~1). 
Define 
M-4 = h,(x) 
= h,(x) 
(x< b) 
(x 2 a)* 
Because ker(b) is a local algebra (Lemma 1.1.13), h, E ker(b). Then 
(@-‘(h,) is an element of A vanishing in a neighborhood of w. and 
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satisfying II(‘(h,) - gJ[, < E. Wilken’s theorem implies that A = C(Z), 
and therefore ker(d) is conjugate closed. m 
Let D be a closed derivation in C(I) such that 9(D) I> C’(Z). Let 
A = D(z); Lemma 1.1.3 implies Df = v (f E C’(o). We consider the 
special case that 1 is real valued (that is, D lcl(,) is a * derivation). If 
Z, = 0, then Theorem 2.3.1 implies that D is a closed * derivation. In 
general, if JG (IA is a closed interval, then DJ is well defined and closable - 
(Lemma 1.1.10) and D, is a * derivation (by Theorem 2.3.1 again). Recall - 
that ker(D,) = ker(D,) (Lemma 2.1.1). 
LEMMA 2.3.2. Let JG K E U, be closed intervals. Then ker(D,) = 
~ If IL: f E W4)l and ker(D,) = {f IJ: f E ker(D,)}. In fact for each 
f E ker(D,), there is a I: E ker(D,) such that F extends f and 11 f lloc = 11 Film. 
Proof: Although it is not obvious that ker(D,) and ker(D,) are conjugate 
closed, nevertheless Theorem 2.3.1 implies that ker(D,) and ker(D,) are C* 
algebras. The proof of Lemma 2.2.1 therefore applies without change. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.3. Suppose that D is a closed derivation in C(Z) 
extending A . a, where 1 E C,(Z). Zf JE U, is a closed interval, then D, is a 
closed * derivation. 
Proof Because of Theorem 2.3.1, it is enough to show that D, is closed, 
and for this it is enough to prove that ker(D,) is sup-norm closed. The proof 
is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.2.4, with Lemma 2.3.2 replacing 
Lemma 2.2.1. I 
THEOREM 2.3.4. Let D be a closed derivation in C(Z) extending I 8, 
where 1 E C,(Z). Then 
(1) for each f E g(D), f is locally in g(D) on r\boundary(Z,), and 
D(~)(P) = D(f)(p) (P E I\boundaW,)). 
(2) There is a closed * derivation D, which extends D and which is 
minimum among all such extensions. 
(3) There is a closed * derivation 6 in C(Z) satisfying 
(i) 6 extends a. 
(ii) D(6, A, (IA) extends D. 
(iii) 6 is minimum among all closed * derivations satisfying (i) and 
(ii). 
(iv) D extends 1 . 6. 
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Proof. Since for each closed interval J G Us,, D, is a closed * derivation, 
it follows that for each f E g(D),f is locally in g(D) in U., and D(f)(p) = 
D(f)(p) (pE U,). It follows from Lemmas 1.1.11 and 1.1.12 that f is 
locally in g(D) in int(Z,), and D(T)(p) = 0 = D(f)(p) (p E int(Z,)). This 
proves (1). 
The proof of Theorem 2.2.5 also establishes (3). In that proof it is 
unnecessary to know that D is a * derivation; it is necessary only that D, be 
a closed * derivation for each closed interval J G U,, . 
Statement (2) follows from (3); take as G(D,) the closed * algebra 
generated by g(D) in the domain of D(6,1, U.,). 1 
3. CLOSED DERIVATIONS IN C(T) AND C,(W) 
3.1. Closed * Derivations in C(T) Related to Closed * Derivations in C(I) 
Let T denote the circle with circumference 1. Identify C(T) with 
One way to obtain a closed * derivation in C(T) is the following: 
LEMMA 3.1.1. Let 6 be a closed * derivation in C(I) and let 
A = {f E g(6): f(0) = f(1) and S(f)(O) = Sdf)(l)}. 
Then A is a dense * subalgebra of C(T) and 6 IA is a closed * derivation in 
cm* 
Proof A is evidently a self-adjoint algebra containing the constants. If 
0 < s < t < 1, there is an e E g(6) such that e(s) = 1 and e = 0 in a 
neighborhood of (O} U [t, 11. Then 
e(0) = e( 1) = 6(e)(O) = 6(e)( 1) = 0, 
so e EA. Thus A separates points of T, and is dense in C(T). It is easy to 
see that 6 IA is a closed * derivation. 1 
It turns out that every closed * derivation in C(T) can be obtained in this 
way. 
THEOREM 3.1.2. Let 6 be a non-zero closed * derivation in C(T). 
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Rotating the circle, we can assume that the functional f F+ S(f)(O) is non- 
zero. 
There is a closed * derivation D in C(Z) satisfying 
(i) Each f E g’(D) is locaflqr in G?(6) in 10, l[. 
(ii) Zf we set 
A = {f E B(D):f(O)=f(l) and D(f)(O)=Ddf)(l)}, 
then A = 9(J) and D IA = 6. 
Proof. Let D be the closed * derivation obtained by the construction of 
1.2.2.b, with X, = T, X, = Z, and U = IO, l[. Thus g(D) consists of those 
f E C(Z) such that f is locally in g(S) in 10, 1[ and S(f) (defined on IO, 1 [) 
extends continuously to I. We know from 1.2.2 that D is closed, but we do 
not know that g(D) is dense in C(Z). To show this, it sufftces to show that 
G?(D) separates points of I. If 0 < s < t < 1, then g(6) (c@(D)) separates 
and t. To see that G?(D) separates 0 and 1, let gE g(6) satisfy 
{f } < g < If, a[. Define 
h(s) = 1 W4) 
= g(s) (i<s< 1). 
Then h E C(Z) and h is locally in -Q(6) in 10, l[. Since 6(h)(s) = 0 for 
s E IO, f [ U I+, 1 [, it follows that h E g(D). Thus g(D) separates 0 and 1. 
Point (i) is clear, and it is also evident that g(6) c A and D extends 6. It 
remains to be shown that A c g(6). Let f E A. Recall that we are assuming 
6( )(0) # 0. Therefore we can choose g E g(6) such that 6(g)(O) = 1. Set 
f, = f - D(f )(0) g - (f (0) - D(f )(0) g(O))l. 
Then f, satisfies 
f,(O) = f,(l) = D(fJ(0) = D(fi)(l) = 0. 
By Proposition 1.1.7(ii), 
f, E J-(O) nf(l) = f({O, 1 I). 
Therefore there is a sequence (g,) in G(D) converging to f, in (] ]lD, with 
each g, vanishing in a neighborhood of (0, 1). Since each g, is zero near 
(0, 1 } and locally in G?(6) in IO, 1 [, it follows from the localization principle 
that g, E g(6). But Q(6) is closed in (Q(D), /I IID), and therefore f, E g(6). 
It follows that f E g(S), as was to be shown. 1 
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Now let 6 be a non-zero closed * derivation in C(T) such that 8(d) 2 
C’(T). For each closed interval JC T, S, is a closable * derivation such that 
%?(a,) 2 C’(J). Therefore there is a AJ E C,(J) such that 
w-I@) = l,(s) f’(s) (s E J, f E C’(T)). 
If .Z and K are two such intervals, then 1, and 1, must agree on Jn K. It 
follows that there is a 1 E C,(T) such that Sdf) = A f’ (f E C’(T)). Since 
6 # 0, 1 is not identically zero. Rotate the circle so that A(O) # 0. Let D be 
the closed * derivation in C(Z) defined in Theorem 3.1.2. Iff E C’(Z), thenf 
is locally in C’(T) G L%(6) in IO, 1 [ and G(J)(s) = A(s)f’(s) for s E 10, 1 [. 
Since 1 f’ is continuous on Z, it follows thatf E g(D) and D(f) = A f’. 
Using the construction above and the results of Section 2, one can derive 
information about closed * derivations 6 in C(T) such that L@(6) 1 C’(T) 
(or, more generally, such that g(6) 2 &r(T) for some * automorphism a of 
C(T)). For instance: 
THEOREM 3.1.3. Let 6 be a non-zero closed * derivation in C(T) such 
that g(6) 2 C’(T). Then 6 admits proper closed extensions. 
Proof: Let A and D be as above. 
The proof of Proposition 2.2.6 shows that D admits a proper closed 
extension D, such that not every f E G9(D,) is locally in Q(D) in 10, 1 [. 
Therefore GS(D,) contains functions f such that f = 0 in a neighborhood of 
(0, 1 }, and f is not locally in g(6) in 10, 1 [. Consequently the restriction of 
D, to 
If E WD,): f (0) = f (1) and D,f (0) = 4f (1)) 
is a proper closed extension of 6. 1 
Theorem 3.1.3 implies in particular that the derivative LJ with domain 
C’(T) in C(T) admits (an infinite chain of) proper closed extensions. This 
answers a question posed by Bratteli and Robinson [6, p. 2601: whether the 
generator of a C* dynamics may be properly extended by a closed * 
derivation. 
We close this section with a remark on closed * derivations in C,(R). 
Because C,(lR) is * isomorphic to a maximal ideal of C(T), the comments at 
the end of Section 1.1 allow one to deduce results regarding closed * 
derivations in C,(lR) from corresponding results for C(T). One can also 
consider induced derivations in C(J) (J a compact interval in IR) to relate 
closed * derivations in C,,(R) to those in C(Z). 
3.2. Closed Derivations in C(T) and C,(R) 
The results of Section 2.3 can also be extended to the algebras C(T) and 
C,(R ). 
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We denote by C#?) the set of C’ functions of compact support on R, and 
we let C,$R) denote 
{f E C’(R): f E C&l?) andf’ E C,(lR)}. 
If D is a closed derivation in C(T) (resp. C,(lR)) such that Q(D) 1 C’(T) 
(resp. g(D) 1 C#R)), then there is a continuous 1 such that Df = Af’ for 
f E C’(T) (resp. for f E C#R)). (cf. the remarks preceding Theorem 3.1.3.) 
We consider the special case that II is real valued. As usual, let 
z, = {f: A(t) = 0) and u., = (f: k(t) # O}. 
If J is a compact interval in U,, then D, is a closed * derivation; the 
proof of this is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.3.3. It follows that for 
all f E g(D), f is locally in g(D) on the complement of the boundary of 
Z,, and D(f)(t) = D(f)(t) (I 6? boundary(Z,). 
The following is an analogue of Theorem 2.3.4; we omit the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.2.1. Let D be a closed derivation in C(T) extending 
A . 3, where 1 E C,(T). 
(i) If ,A is never zero, then D is a * derivation. 
(ii) For all f E g(D),7 is locally in g(D) on T\boundary(Z,l), and 
D(f)(t) = D(f NO (t E T\boundary(Z,)). 
(iii) There is a closed * derivation D, extending D which is minimum 
among all such extensions. 
For the algebra C,(R), we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.2.2. Let D be a closed derivation in C&R) such that 
9(D) 2 C#). Suppose that Df = Af’ (f E Cr(lR)), where A is bounded, 
continuous, and strictly positive. Then 
(i) D is a * derivation. 
(ii) 5’(D) 2 CA(W). 
Proof: For each compact interval J, D, is a closed * derivation. Conse- 
quently if f E Q(D), then f is locally in 9(D) on R and 
D(J;)(s) = Df 6) 
Given E > 0, choose J such that 
(s E iT?). 
If @)I < E and IDf @)I < E 6 E WJ). 
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Let e E Cy(lR) satisfy e IJ = 1, 0 <e < 1, and ]le’I(, < 1. Then 
and 
- - 
IID(f) - W3II, = IIW> - W) e - .TWI, 
G II WNl - e>ll, + Il.%‘Il, 
< E + E Ill IL 3 
since e’(s) # 0 only when 1~‘“‘” E. Since D is closed, these estimates how 
that j; E .@(D) and D(f) = D(f). 
Similar estimates establish (ii). Of course, Df = Jf’ for f E CA(lR). fl 
3.3. Closed Derivations Commuting with Automorphism Groups 
Our starting point in this section is the following “Schur’s lemma” due to 
Sakai. 
THEOREM 3.3.1 [16, Proposition 1.171. Let {a,) denote the group of 
rotations acting on C(T). Suppose that 6 is a non-zero closed derivation in 
C(T) such that g(6) is invariant under {u,} and 
at&f) = ~~,df) (t E T,f E G(6)). 
Then g(6) = C’(T) and there is a constant k such that 6 = k 3. 
It should be noted that Sakai does not assume that 6 is a * derivation. The 
original proof of Theorem 3.3.1 uses a theorem of G. Silov on 
“homogeneous Banach subalgebras of C(T).” We begin this section by 
giving a new proof of Sakai’s theorem which does not depend on Silov’s 
result. 
Sakai asked whether the corresponding result holds for closed * 
derivations in C,(R) [ 16, Problem 1.61. We give a positive answer to this 
question in Theorem 4.3.2. This answer was also obtained by Batty [3, 
Section 61. As corollaries to these results, we obtain analogous theorems for 
closed derivations commuting with certain C* dynamics. 
Proof of 3.3.1. We are using the convention u,(f)(x) = f (x + t). Let 
x(t) = e’““. Sakai’s argument shows that x” E g(6) (n E Z) and there is a 
constant k such that 8(x”) = kk”)‘. 
If T is any trigonometric polynomial, then T E g(6) and 6(T) = kT’. But 
for all f E C’(T) there exist trigonometric polynomials T,, such that T,, -+ f 
and TA --, f’ uniformly on T. Since 6 is closed, f E Q(6) and S(j) = kf’. 
The constant k is not zero, since otherwise 6 would be zero. 
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It remains to be shown that C’(T) 2 g(6). Replacing 6 by (l/k)& we can 
assume that k = 1. But then Proposition 3.2.1 implies that 6 is a * 
derivation. Let D be the closed * derivation in C(Z) obtained from S as in 
Theorem 3.1.2. D extends the derivative in C(Z), and therefore there is a 
gcf 4: I-, IR such that ker(D) = C*(() and 9(D) = C’(Z) + C*(4) (Theorem 
2.1.3). If ]a, b[ is an interval on which 4 is constant, then every f E g(D) 
(and therefore every f E g(8)) is C’ on ]a, b[. By translation invariance, 
every J E G?(6) is C’ on all of 8. Thus L%(6) E C’(T). m 
The next result is an analogue for C&l?) of Sakai’s theorem. The proof is 
similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 and to Batty’s proof of [3, Proposition 
6.11. 
THEOREM 3.3.2. Let 6 be a closed derivation in C,(lR) such that g(6) is 
translation invariant and 6 commutes with translations. If 22(a) is a normal 
subalgebra of C,(lR), then g(S) = CA(R) and 6 is a constant multiple of 
dlyerentiation. 
Proof. The normality of g(6) implies that 6, is well defined and closable 
for each compact interval J (Lemma 1.1.1 l), and that 1, E g(6,). Let J be 
any compact interval, and let ]a, b[ be an open interval containing J. Choose 
e E g(6) satisfying 
el,= 1 and sum(e) c la, b[. (1) 
For s E [R, let oS denote the translation 
~,t./xO = f 0 + s) tf E Co(D)). 
For each f E g(6), the map s I--+ a,(f) is continuous from IR into 
(g(6), ]I IIs). Therefore the function 
is an element of g(6). Evaluating g at t E IR, 
g(t) = jb-O 
r+(b-a) 




Because of (l), for t E J, 
g(t)=/*e(s)ds=-t+K, 
t 
for some constant K. Therefore the identity function z(t) = t is an element of 
S80.‘39i3-5 
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Q(6,). Since 9(&) has a CL functional calculus (Lemma 1.1.3), 
C’(J) G qs;>. 
Next we observe that C#) c G@(6). Let f E Ci(lR), and let J and K be 
compact intervals such that 
suppdf) c int(J) G J G int(K). 
Choose e E g(6) satisfying e IJ = 1 and supp(e) c int(K). Since& E g(G), 
there is a sequence (f,) in Q(6) such that 
f,(x) + f(x) and 6f”(X) + s,dflK)(4 
uniformly for x E K. Since 6(e) is non-zero only on K1/, where f,, + 0 
uniformly, 
4ef) = W).L + 4f,> 
uniformly on IR. (2) 
ef, --) .L uniformly on F?. (3) 
Since 6 is closed, (2) and (3) imply f E S?(d). 
There is a continuous k such that Sf = k f’ (f E C#)). Since 6 
commutes with translations, k is constant, and k # 0 since 6 f 0. Replacing 
6 by (I/k) 6, we can assume k = 1. But then Proposition 3.2.2 implies that 
6 is a * derivation, g(6) 2 C,#R), and Sf = f’ (f E C#?)). 
It remains to be seen that C@) 2 9(S). If J is a compact interval, 8, is a 
closed * derivation extending the derivative a,. Let # E C&r) be a gcf such 
that 5F(6,) = C’(J) + C*(d) (Theorem 2.1.3). If U is an open interval on 
which 4 is constant, then each f E 8(6,) (and therefore ach f E ‘L?(6)) is C’ 
on U, and 
df (PI = f ‘(PI (PE rr). 
By translation invariance, each f E Q(6) is C’ on IR, and 
Jf (PI = f’(P) (P E W 
Since both f and Sf are assumed to be in C,(lR), f is necessarily in Ct(lR). 1 
COROLLARY. Let (a,) be a C* dynamics of C,(R) with infinitesimal 
generator 6,. Suppose that the corresponding group of homeomorphisms of 
R, {O,), acts transitively on R. Let 6 be a non-zero closed derivation in 
C&l?) such that 
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(i) g(6) is invariant under {a,} and 6 commutes with each a,, and 
(ii) Q(6) is a normal subalgebra of C,(R). 
Then 6 is a constant multiple of 6,. 
Proof. 8, is defined by 
fo ~,=a,df) (s E GW)* 
The strong continuity of (a,) implies that the function h(t) = 0,(O) is 
continuous. The assumption that {O,} is transitive means that range(h) = R. 
If h were not injective, the group property of (O,} would imply that h is 
periodic and therefore range(h) is compact; so h must be a homeomorphism 
of R. Let p be the * automorphism of C,,(R) defined by /Iv) = f 0 h. Let uI 
denote the translation o,(J)(s) = f(s + t). Then for f E C,(R) and s E R, 
PUS (9 = ad (h(s)) = UWW 
= f wuw = f (4, ,m 
= f (h(s + t)) = pf (s -I- t) 
= a*Pf 6). 
Thus o, =/?a#-‘. It follows from this that C:(R) =/%9(&J and a =@,J-‘. 
Define D =/3&V’ with 9(D) = pg(S). It is straightforward to check that 
D satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.2. Therefore ‘9(D) = CA(R) 
and D = k a for some constant k. This implies that 
g(6) =p-%2(D) =p-‘C;(IR) = 29(6,), 
and 
Similar results hold for the algebras C(I) and C(T). For the case that (O,} 
has finitely many orbits, one can prove the following: 
THEOREM 3.3.3. Let {a,} be a C* dynamics of C(I) (respectively, C&R), 
C(T)) with generator 6,. Suppose that the corresponding group of 
homeomorphisms {e,} has only finitely many orbits. 
Let 6 be a closed * derivation such that 
(i) g(S) is invariant under (a,} and 6 commutes with each a,. 
(ii) S(f)(s) = 0 for all f E Q(6) and all stationary points s of (O,}. 
(iii) 63 # 0 for each non-singleton orbit d of (e,}. 
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Then g(6) = 8(&J, and for each orbit B of (8,} there is a constant k 
such that 
G-(s) = k W-)(s) (s E 6, f E ~(44). 
The conclusion is no longer valid if there are infinitely many orbits. 
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